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Abstract— A sensor network is a collection of functional 

transducers with a communications framework planned to 

supervise and record conditions at miscellaneous locations. 

Commonly supervised specifications are humidity, pressure, 

temperature, wind speed and its direction, intensity of 

vibration, pollutant levels and fundamental body functions. 

Data aggregation is any method during which info is 

gathered and expressed during an outline type, for functions 

like applied mathematics analysis. Security is one of the 

major concerns for trust establishment and reputation 

management. This paper proposed a solution to achieve 

confidentiality and integrity into single attempt using MAC 

policy. The complete scenario is simulated in NS-2.35 

simulator. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A sensor network contains many detection stations called 

sensor nodes, each of which is compact, portable and 

lightweight. Wireless sensor networks are ad hoc networks 

coordinated by pack of low cost, low power, resource-

constrained multi- functioning sensor nodes. In most cases, 

the sensor nodes in the wireless sensor network form a 

multi-hop network while the base station acts as the central 

point of control [1].  Every sensor node integrates one or 

more sensors, a tiny microprocessor, a radio transceiver and 

a set of transducers, along with a small power source. The 

transducer accomplishes electrical signals on the basis of 

interpreted physical effects and phenomena developed. The 

microcomputer performs processing on the information and 

deposits the sensor output. The transceiver, which can be 

hard-wired or wireless, accepts the commands from a central 

computer and transports data to that computer. The power 

for each sensor node is put together from the electric 

function or from a battery.  

 
Fig. 1: Sensor Node 

Major applications of sensor networks consist in 

the field of Automated and smart homes, Video 

surveillance, Traffic monitoring, Industrial automation etc. 

Sensor nodes are often deployed into hostile environment, 

where sensors are open and unprotected from physical 

attacks. Afterwards, there may be possibility of 

compromising the trusted nodes by adversary.  Attack can 

occur from any direction on any node in a sensor network. It 

raises the need to implement a security policy into a WSN 

and, therefore security becomes the major cause.  

II. DATA AGGREGATION 

Data aggregation is any method during which info is 

gathered and expressed during an outline type, for functions 

like applied mathematics analysis. A typical aggregation 

purpose is to integrate a lot of info regarding explicit node 

supported specific variables like age, profession, or income. 

All this cluster will work for same regarding such groups 

will then be used for computing machine personalization to 

decide on content and advertising seemingly to 

attractiveness to a private happiness to at least one or a lot of 

teams that data has been collected. As an example, a 

collection of nodes have various RFD nodes and send 

capable to sense something. All such nodes transfer their 

information to head node which integrate collective 

information into single unit. The complete concept is known 

as Data Aggregation. 

In typical wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes 

square measure usually resource-constrained and battery-

limited. In order to save resources and energy, knowledge 

should be mass to avoid overwhelming amounts of traffic 

within the network. There has been intensive work on 

knowledge aggregation schemes in sensor networks, The 

aim of knowledge aggregation is that eliminates redundant 

knowledge transmission and enhances the lifespan of energy 

in wireless sensor network. 

Data aggregation is that the method of one or many 

sensors then collects the detection result from alternative 

sensor. The collected data should be processed by sensor to 

scale back transmission burden before they're transmitted to 

the bottom station or sink. The wireless sensor network has 

consisted three varieties of nodes. Straight forward regular 

sensor nodes, collector node and uttered. Regular sensor 

nodes sense knowledge packet from the setting and send to 

the collector nodes basically these collector nodes collect 

knowledge from multiple sensor nodes of the network, 

aggregates the information packet using a some aggregation 

operate like total, average, count, max min then sends 

aggregates result to higher aggregator node or the uttered 

node UN agency generate the query. 
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Fig. 2: Data Aggregation 

Fig. 2: shows knowledge aggregation model and 

Non knowledge aggregation model. It will be the bottom 

station or base station that generally Associate in Nursing 

external user who has permission to move with the network. 

Data transmission between sensor nodes, aggregators and 

also the queries consumes heap of energy in wireless sensor 

network. Figure 2 contain 3 models one is knowledge 

aggregation model and second is no knowledge aggregation 

model within which sensor nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are regular 

nodes that collect knowledge packet and gives them back to 

the higher nodes. Where sensor nodes 7 & 8 are aggregators 

that perform sensing and aggregating at an equivalent time. 

During this aggregation model, four data packet traveled 

among the network and just one knowledge packet is 

transmitted to the bottom station (sink). And in other non 

knowledge aggregation model four knowledge packet 

traveled within the network and every one knowledge 

packets measure sent to the base station(sink), means that 

we will say that with the assistance of data aggregation 

method we have a tendency to decrease the amount of 

knowledge packet transmission. And conjointly save energy 

of the sensor node within the wireless sensor network. With 

the assistance of knowledge aggregation we have a tendency 

to enhance the lifespan of wireless sensor network. Sink 

have an information packet with energy economical manner 

with minimum knowledge latency. Thus knowledge latency 

is incredibly important in several applications of wireless 

sensor network such as setting observance, health, 

monitoring, where the freshness of knowledge is 

additionally a very important issue. It is critical to develop 

energy-efficient data-aggregation algorithms so network 

lifespan is increased. There are several factors that confirm 

the energy potency of a sensor network, like spec, the data 

aggregation mechanism, and also the underlying routing 

protocol. Wireless sensor network has distributed processing 

of sensor node knowledge. Knowledge aggregation is that 

the technique. It describes the process methodology that's 

applied on the information received by a sensor node 

likewise as data is to be routed within the entire network. 

Within which cut back energy consumption of the sensor 

nodes and conjointly cut back the number of transmissions 

or length of the information packet. Various Authors 

describe “In network aggregation is the exclusive method of 

collection and routing info through a multi hop network. 

Process of knowledge packet with the assistance of 

intermediate sensor nodes the target of this approach is 

increasing the life time of the network and also reduces 

resource consumption. There square measure 2 sort of 

approach for in network aggregation. With size reduction 

and while not size reduction .In network aggregation with 

size reduction. It’s the method within which mix and 

compressing the information received by a sensor node from 

its neighbors so as to scale back the length of knowledge 

packet to be sent towards the bottom station. Example, in 

some circumstance a node receives 2 knowledge packets 

that have a related knowledge. During this condition it's 

useless to send each data packets. Then we tend to apply a 

perform like easy lay, AVG, and MIN and once more send 

single knowledge packet to base station. With facilitate of 

this approach we tend to cut back the amount of bit 

transmitted within the network and conjointly save lots of 

energy. In network aggregation while not size reduction is 

outlined in the process of knowledge packets received by 

completely different neighbors in to one knowledge packet 

however while not process the worth of data. This method 

conjointly reduces energy consumption or increase life time 

of the network. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The AOMDV routing protocol is a popular reactive routing 

protocol in wireless networks. AOMDV is the successor of 

DSDV routing protocol developed with aim to enhance the 

performance of ad-hoc network. AOMDV routing protocol 

designed for better performance of the network not for 

security of node. Secure protocols are generally designed to 

have features such as authentication, integrity, 

confidentiality and non-repudiation. For security purpose 

AOMDV have vulnerabilities and it is easily manipulate by 

malicious node to destroy its network routing.  

The open nature of wireless medium also makes it 

easy for outsider attackers to interfere and interrupt the 

legitimate traffic. This concept classifies the attacks into two 

broad categories, namely Passive and Active attacks. In 

Passive attack, the adversary only eavesdrop upon the 

packets content, while packets may get dropped or altered 

on way in case of Active attacks. The complete study 

observes that there are various security threats which may 

attempt to explore the vulnerabilities of routing protocol or 

existing networks. Symptoms matching technique can help 

to predict the vulnerability into network and avoid the 

critical situation.  

Another major security issue with wireless WSN is 

insecure routing. Even though, a large amount of work has 

been done in this area but all the proposed techniques are 

based on stationary strategies. They do not consist of current 

network traffic, security factor of midway nodes and 

selected route. Further, the susceptibility of routing process 

gives opening to attackers for compromising sensor nodes or 

intermediate messages to misguide routing process or bring 

network into endless state. One of the major draw backs of 

insecure routing is increased routing time, unnecessary 

energy utilization, resource consumption and restricted 

access conditions during communication. 

The major problem with AOMDV is:- 

 Limited to Small Area Networks. 

 Incomplete Routing Protocols 

 Vulnerable for Security Threats  

 Vulnerability may lead for packet dropping and 

performance degradation.  
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Data aggregation using traditional tree based 

approach entails loosing sensor readings due to moderate 

node and link failures. Sending data through number of path 

prevents data loss temperately. This is attained by means of 

multipath routing technique. Data sent via multiple path 

causes double counting problem for summary aggregates 

such as count and sum and which is completely in converse 

with exemplary aggregates such as max and min. 

Synopsis diffusion framework avoids double 

counting problem by separating aggregation and routing. In 

this approach, each sensed value is represented by synopsis 

such that any particular reading is accounted for only once 

[8]. Authentication and encryption protocols are used to 

prevent unauthorized nodes from interfering in 

communication among true nodes. But it is difficult to 

prohibit compromised nodes using cryptographic keys as it’s 

easy for them to get these keys. These compromised nodes 

might attempt to spoil the aggregate computation in multiple 

ways. 

IV. SOLUTION DOMAIN 

The purpose of this study is to deploy security with Data 

aggregation in the wireless sensor networks. Application of 

wireless sensor networks such as military battle field or 

cluster based approaches are used to transmit the 

confidential data via wireless medium. Wireless networks 

are also used in national security applications such as 

monitoring and tracking the borders, nuclear attacks 

detection etc. Since all the transmission take place through 

wireless medium where security risks are major so the 

security of sensitive information is important part thus the 

security of data is important aspects. 

Although, synopsis diffusion, information 

fabrication does not lie on the vulnerabilities of routing 

protocol, it can deploy in any situation without making any 

changes. There are two types to deploy such attacks one is 

known as external Attack and another one is internal Attack. 

Subsequently, it may modify due to technical fault. A 

deployment of integrity principle is mandatory to maintain 

originality of content. It helps to verify is the received 

content original or not. A MAC Protocol has been used to 

maintain originality of content. Furthermore, encryption 

algorithm has been implemented to make information 

private and safe. Encryption algorithm has been 

implemented with Data aggregation Process to maintain 

confidentiality against information. Afterwards MAC policy 

has been developed and implemented to calculate integrity 

checksum of integrated information and maintain integrity. 

MAC protocol considers information, random key and 

receiver information as the input at sender end and transmits 

secure information to receiver. Receiver diffuses the 

information through MAC diffuse algorithm and verifies to 

evaluate the originality of content. A complete solution is 

shown in figure3.  

 
Fig. 3: Secure Data Aggregation 

Simulation is the replication of essential features of 

some system or process in order to study the characteristics 

or performance of the system. This thesis work requires a 

network simulator as the proposed work is based on Mobile 

ad hoc network. In this work, Network Simulator (NS-2) 

software version 2.35 (NS2.35) is used due to its open 

source simplicity and free availability. 

The following metrics are used in this work for 

comparing the performance of AOMDV, Modified 

AOMDV routing protocols. 

 Throughput 

 Packet Delivery Ratio 

 End-to-End Delay 

Table 1 demonstrates the evaluated performance of 

normal AODV, AODV and modified AODV with improved 

performance. 

 30 Nodes 60 Nodes 

Parameters 

Simpl

e 

AOM

DV 

Diffusio

n 

AOMD

V 

Simple 

AOMD

V 

Diffusi

on 

AOMD

V 

Throughput 

(b/s) 
64 64 64 64 

PDR (%) 6.04 69.60 8.66 17.30 

E2E Delay 

(ms) 
82.83 7.18 57.72 28.91 

Table 1: Performance evaluation of various Scenarios in 
Stationary State 
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Fig. 4: Analysis Graphs  

V. CONCLUSION 

The complete study concludes that proposed solution 

perform better than existing AOMDV. The complete 

simulation has been performed on 30 and 60 node scenario 

and evaluated on basis of certain parameter. It give same 

Throughput but gives better PDR for AOMDV.  

Here 30 Nodes perform better than 60 node 

scenarios and gives better result. A certain delay is also 

observed in 60 node scenario but still perform better than 

normal AOMDV. 
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